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Dear participants in the Rotary
Summercamp 2019 in Holstebro
Within a few days you will all be in Holstebro, and we really look forward to welcome you,
and hopefully give you an experience for life.
To make your arrival as easy as possible I attach:
A list, showing all participants and their email.
A list showing your arrival times and arrival places.
A map of Billund Airport, showing where to meet and be picked up.
An ID-sign to make it easier to recognize each other.
I suggest that you all print and carry an ID-Sign as attached, to make it easier to meet in the
airports, or train stations.
For those of you, who arrive to Billund Airport, you will be picked up by 5 cars during the
day. The car and Rotarian will be at the arrival terminal in Billund around the time of the
latest arrival in the group, which means you might have to wait 1½-2 hours in Billund
Airport, before you are picked up. The Rotarian will carry an ID-Sign as the attached, for
you to recognize him or her.
As shown, I still miss the arrival time from a participant from Egypt, but she will be added to
the most convenient car, when she inform me of the arrival times.
I hope the list of participants will make it possible for you to get in contact, and maybe meet
somewhere during your journey to Holstebro.
Some of you have asked if you need to bring any special items. You don’t. I suppose most
of you bring a mobile phone. Remenber to bring a converter that suits Danish power
outlets.
I recommend that you bring bathing suit and a towel for the canoeing, and bathing in the
Northsea. For the canoeing we will arrange transportation by cars, of your luggage, but at
small bag might be practical for your personal belongings.
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For those of you who arrive to Holstebro by train I want to inform you that due to
construktionwork on the train tracks you will have to use a trainbus from Odense to
Fredericia. There will be signs, but it might be a good ide to ask the personel on the train, if
you have any questions. You will have to go by the green trainbus, to avoid further delays.
If you have any trouble, or questions to ask, when you arrive to Denmark, you will be able
to contact me by mobile phone. My number is: (+45) 40193913.
I can be contacted by mail poul@munk-poulsen.eu or poulmunkpoulsen@gmail.com

Yours in Rotary
Poul Munk-Poulsen
campcoordinator

